A QUEEN OF THE "MOVIES" CRANKS THE CAMERA.

MISS CHARLOTTE RICH, OF MONTAGUE STUDIOS, IN SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF, VOLUNTEERS FIRST AID TO DIRECTOR AND "SHOOTS" SOME "BATHING GIRL STUFF"; MISS RICH'S CUSTOMARY PLACE, HOWEVER, IS BEFORE THE LENS INSTEAD OF BEHIND IT.
"Back to Methuselah," ranging in action from Creation to year 31920, will be produced by New York Theatre Guild in three "cycles," one a week; other news of stage and screen.

Tells your friends if you like this paper; or, if not, tells you.

That's fair enough. If you derive enjoyment and profit from the Police Gazette, pass the word along to the other fellow. There's always room for more in our huge army of red-blooded men readers. There is always room for more in our huge army of red-blooded men readers. There is always room for more in our huge army of red-blooded men readers. There is always room for more in our huge army of red-blooded men readers. There is always room for more in our huge army of red-blooded men readers.

Some Police Gazette Features You Can't Find Anywhere Else.

Pictures—The snapshot of all good police gazette and the latest news of sports and current events from all parts of the world.

Stage Gossip—Brilliant play reviews; reports of dress rehearsals and opening nights; newspaper excitement; pictures and portraits of admired artists.

Sports Records—Always reliable and authentic.

Inquiry Department—Questions answered freely by our experts.

Special Articles—Covering the latest field of the crime problem. The solution of the great unsolved cases. The latest methods of detection and solution. The story of the police and the criminals. The story of the world, the world, the world.

You can't afford to go without the Police Gazette. Send in your subscription now. As an introduction, we will clip out Coupon on page 15 and send in with it $1 for a three months' trial or $4 for a year. (See next column.)

The world's leading sporting and dramatic weekly for 75 years.

Newsy Facts and Snappy Gossip of Footlights and Filmland Each Week in the Police Gazette.
FAMOUS RING BATTLES OF OTHER DAYS

Fought in Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 15, 1898: Peter Maher Hammers "Thunderbolt" Smith So Persistently That Dusky Boxer Has Enough in Third Round; Other Notable Old-time Contests

Reviewed by an Expert for POLICE READERS.

Kilbane threw Kirkwood again with a hard right to the jaw and before Donnie could get back the punch, Kirkwood protested, but undoubtedly he was defeated.

Read in next week's POLICE GAZETTE the interesting story of the ringside of Tom Sharkey and Jack Schmugge. Plea your order now, that our newsdealer or newspaper supplier may supply you with a copy.

$100.00 Per Week Selling "WAGNER'S" PUNCH BORDS

Agents. Succeedors in interest must be thoroughly acquainted with full particulars of this

OUR CANDY DEAL

$35.70 PROFIT

We also have Watch the next issue for our new product. Write for more

THE Wagner Mfg. Company

818 N. CALIFORNIA AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILL.

FREE LUCKY RIBBON, ARMS BLADES CRUCEL PILES

BANDAGE ROLL, 12 INCHES, CRUCEL PILES

FREE HANKY, 12 INCHES, CRUCEL PILES

FREE BOX OF SUGAR, CRUCEL PILES

Write for all prices.

FREE往往 FREE

FITS FREE

FREE Trial

MAKE MONEY SELLING NEW DRESS GOODS

Until you know how to start your business, you need not worry about capital.

SHERMAN 1443 Main Street, Kansas City, Mo.

$50.00 for each unit and for small orders. Keep all

$100.00 or more in your shop, you may sell the

CASH. CLARK CO., AVE. 46, LEI. N.Y. B.

CASH.

IF YOU CAN PLAY THE HAWAIIAN GUITAR JUST LIKE THE HAWAIIANS!

Because Our Native Hawaiian Instructors Will Help You

You will succeed in singing and making music like the Hawaiians.

But there is no need to travel to the Hawaiian Islands to learn the Hawaiian language and to become familiar with the Hawaiian melodies, songs, and dances.

The Hawaiian Girls are very kind and helpful. They will teach you how to play the Hawaiian instrument, the guitar. They will teach you how to sing the Hawaiian songs, and how to dance the Hawaiian dances.

They will also teach you how to make the Hawaiian dress, and how to make the Hawaiian hat.

They will also teach you how to make the Hawaiian food, and how to make the Hawaiian drink.

They will also teach you how to make the Hawaiian music, and how to make the Hawaiian dance.

They will also teach you how to make the Hawaiian language, and how to make the Hawaiian writing.

They will also teach you how to make the Hawaiian clothing, and how to make the Hawaiian costume.

They will also teach you how to make the Hawaiian jewelry, and how to make the Hawaiian ornament.

You will become a Hawaiian in every way, and you will be able to live like a Hawaiian in every place.
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YOU'D NEVER THINK THIS GAME WAS PLAYED IN CALIFORNIA.

THE GRIDIRON AT PASADENA WAS A SEA OF MUD WHEN WASHINGTON AND JEFFERSON HELD UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA TO A 0-0 TIE DURING THE RECENT CARNIVAL OF ROSES ON THE COAST; AN UNUSUAL DELUGE CAUSED ALL THE MUCK.

EARL PALMER MAKING A SENSATIONAL BARREL JUMP.

PLATTSBURG (N. Y.) TRICK SKATER CLEARS NINE CASKS IN NEGOTIATING A DIFFICULT LEAP FOR THE ENTERTAINMENT OF WINTER VISITORS TO LAKE PLACID, THE EMPIRE STATE'S NOTED RESORT FOR LOVERS OF RUGGED OUTDOOR PASTIMES.

ICE-SKATING WAS NEVER SO POPULAR AS NOW—HONEST!

ABOVE ARE SIX GOOD AND SUFFICIENT REASONS FOR THE VOGUE OF THE RINK SPORT IN NEW YORK; FROM LEFT TO RIGHT THE PRETTY SKATERS ARE THE MISSSES NASH, HUBNER, WEIDERNEIN, WISHER, IRMA SCHAEFER AND ELsie SCHAEFER.
FAMOUS VETERAN ATHLETES WHO LAUGH AT FATHER TIME.

**ODDS AND ENDS OF SPORT**

**AT HOME AND ABROAD, IN A STYLE**

**BRIEF AND TO THE POINT**

---

**BASEBALL**

Frank Frisch, "the Fastball Flash," has signed a two-year contract to play second base for the New York Giants, at a salary of $120,000.

This is a substantial increase over what Frisch received last season, when his brilliant work at bat and in the field made him one of the most sought-after players in the league.

**SEND NO MONEY.**

Handle written orders. No cash. Goods sent C.O.D.

---

**SPORTS NEWS**

**RIPPLES IN SPORTS**

February 5, 1922—Jack Johnson defeated "Dancer" Ed. Martin, twenty rounds, Los Angeles, Calif.

February 7, 1933—Charlie McKeever defeated Joe Perno, six rounds, New York City.

February 8, 1900—Owen Zinger knocked out Jack Dunn, four rounds, Youngstown, Ohio.

February 9, 1900—George Dixon and Harry Lyons, twenty rounds, Philadelphia. Lyons is regarded as Dixon's equal.

February 9, 1900—Joe Gans defeated "Splitter" Tiller, fifteen rounds, New York City.

![Image of a Winchester rifle barrel](image)

**RIFLE BARRELS PASS TESTS**

The barrel of a Winchester rifle has passed the most severe tests of accuracy and strength.

1. **SEND FOR COMPLETE CATALOGUE—FREE**

**FREE BULLETIN BOOK AND KEMPY TOOL**

Address

---

**NEW YORK CITY**

**FREE 60 DAYS.**


**P. OWEN**

Dept. B, Box 801, Indianapolis, Ind.

---

**THIN PEOPLE TRY VARIOUS!**

If you need diet, send 6c to THE VARIOUS COMPANY, Dept. B, Chicago, Ill., and receive a free booklet. You should not change your diet without our advice and guide.

**FREE PURE BEEF BLOOD**

The blood of the rarest, most wholesome, healthy, provable blood is now being sold to the purest and soundest of the sons of the soil by the S. A. P. B. B. Co., 160 W. 115 St., New York.
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LEON D'ARCY

The promising young middleweight whose career was cut short when he fell in his debut to Roy.

"Non, je ne m'en retournerai pas..."

It is the story of a man who left an indelible mark on the world while still in his prime.

Chapter LXXXVIII.

LEON D'ARCY

The promising young middleweight whose career was cut short when he fell in his debut to Roy.

The promise of the future was Leon D'Arcy. He was a fighter with a heart of gold, and his potential was limitless.

He was a man of many talents, a musician, an artist, and a writer. But his true calling was the ring.

His debut fight was against a man named Roy, and it was a hard-fought battle.

He had the skills and the courage to take on the world's best, and he did it with grace and dignity.

The ringside was filled with spectators, and the atmosphere was electric. It was a night to remember.

The crowd roared as D'Arcy stepped into the ring, and the tension was palpable.

The fighters squared off, and the battle began.

D'Arcy fought with a vengeance, throwing punches with all his might.

The crowd cheered as he landed a powerful blow that sent Roy reeling back against the ropes.

But Roy was not one to give up easily.

He fought back with all his strength, and the two men traded blows for the duration of the fight.

The crowd was on the edge of their seats, shouting and cheering as the two fighters put on a show for the ages.

In the end, it was D'Arcy who emerged victorious.

He had proven himself to be a champion, and his name would be remembered for generations to come.

After the fight, D'Arcy was lauded for his courage and his fighting spirit.

But he knew that his career was short-lived.

He was hit by a blow that knocked him out, and he was never the same again.

The end of his career was a tragic one, but his legacy lived on.

He was a true fighter, a true champion, and his name would be remembered as one of the greatest of all time.

The ringside was empty, but the memory of Leon D'Arcy lived on.
Women at Boxing Bouts

Although Many of Fair Sex Now Take an Interest in Manly Art. They Were Seldom Seen at Ringside in Former Days Until Mrs. Bob Fitzsimmons Set Fashion; Sometimes They Attended in Male Attire.

There was a time when the presence of a woman at a boxing exhibition was as rare as a diamond in an ash-heap. Nowadays, however, an increasing number of the representatives of the genteel sex manifest an absorbed interest in the manly art. There is always a liberal sprinkling of women in the weekly gatherings at Madison Square Garden, New York's pugilistic Mecca, and for a long while there has been a noticeable feminine contingent in the audiences at Jack Doyle's arena in Vernon, Calif.

Nevertheless, all was different in the old days. Mrs. Robert Fitzsimmons was at the stingers when her husband fought James J. Corbett at Carney Court, New York, and he was the heavyweight champion, and thus set a fashion, as it were, that appears to be seating a greater and greater hold upon women who enjoy athletic competition as a diversion. In an article on women at prizefights, The Boxing World and Mirror of Life, a London publication, sets forth some reminiscences sent in by a boxseat devotee.

"Down at Geyser island, when Fitzsimmons was hammering (Shako), a young lady, dressed like a man with some sharp-eyed men noticed a woman who was assumed to be a man. The stranger wore new hat, under which were four caps in custom in abundance. The coats were heavy and the clothing warm. The line was blue and the line was red. The hands were like white and the fingers were not broad enough to reach the cavities and to thumb a card and a white and yellow and a distinctly feminine outline.

"Beside this tough or two young men went, provoed and evidently accustomed to the manners. They were standing close to their companion closely and with a kind of watchful interest the Central Office men on duty in the big seats got up and was seen meeting the punches of a younger wonder.

""Yes, had the detective finally, 'are you a man or a woman?"' said the girl in the mate of her hat, but she did not open her mouth.

"He's a man," "replied one of the girls, 'his coat.'"

"Are you sure, he's a man?" 'she asked, and 'she was to have a mask.

"Yes, by the Twenty-four, a woman who had been watching the fight in open-mouthed wonder with女士, was arrested. She did not open her mouth.

"It's all right," 'let her alone,' 'she said.

Omar DeBrielle of Belgium; Marcel Deuc of Haro; Ham Hollop of Holland; Vernet of France; Maurice Bartel of Switzerland and sixty other famous European wrestlers of his weight. Of the sixty-four matches he has participated in since 1921 he has not lost one, and more than half these matches were won in ten minutes of less.

While in Canada a short while ago he dropped his only opponent, Frank Jackson, the first fall in five minutes and the second in three and a half.

Gerstein is a German, in the first 10 hours tall and weighs 225 pounds. He challenges all comers to catch-a-catch-meet match. At present he is considered as the best man and is deemed as one of the great European heavyweights.

Mizpah Jack No. 44

Give you a hearty of real tobacco and snuff which will excite with wants, which are rare when used. It is at present the rage. The snuff in its lightness and strength will excite with wants, and cut the snuff habit.

We purchase diamonds, too. Advertised in all the leading newspapers. Mailed to orders. Address, M. H. B., 101 W. 44th Street, New York. We give the latest price to all. For a snuff and diamonds, write.

1 oz. 2% oz. 4 oz. 8 oz. 1 lb. 3 lbs.

J. W. P. Jack No. 44.

Conquer the TOBACCO OR SNUFF HABIT

Viewers of our serial pictures, you will find our tobacco and snuff habit.

THE WALTER F. WARE CO., Dept. D, PHILA.

We also carry a full line of bottling supplies, wholesale and retail. Write for information.

FRIENDS

The Monitor. Box 158, Phila. 236 W. 44th Street--Cleveland, Ohio

THE NATION POLICE GAZETTE NEW YORK
Tendency on the Part of Latter-day Boxers to Keep Swinging For the Jaw, to the Exclusion of Well-directed Body Blows; Champions Realize What Damage May Be Done by Attack on Midriff.

The persistence with which a great majority of the boxers performing around New York these days appear to confine their attention in "aiming for the button" has raised the question whether these lads, who hope some day to be champions, are not neglecting one of the most important departments of flatcuffs—namely, the body blow.

Pretty nearly nine out of ten of the promising lads who have lately won their preliminary bouts and are now seeking to place themselves in the division of that class of boxers to which they believe they are entitled, are found to be suffering from a decided failure to hit the body—especially the midriff, which, while it is not the most dangerous, is certainly one of the most effective parts of the body. And this is not due to any lack of knowledge of the value of the body blow, for the boxers themselves admit the fact that this is the one part of the body they have been neglecting.

From first to last every good boxer can be seen avoiding the jaw, always striving for a quick and therefore a sensational knockout, and all too frequently failing to do their adversaries any harm whatever. The lad who wins in aJohnsonian accomplishment of hitting the body is the victor, not only when one of these comers along he instantly makes a profound impression upon his opponent, who then begins to believe that he is dealing with a fighter of real promise and bright promise of holding the title in his division.

Of course, there is a difference between a well-defended blow to the point of the jaw, with its instant effects upon the opponent, bringing him a glistening perspiration and to the leader who leads it. For it either makes victory nine times or paves the way for an easy finish. But on the other hand is the body blow, which hits the body, and leaves its mark and, where there is an adequate defense, causes the opponent to believe that he is being hit by a creature not like a novice.

It is noteworthy that champions are well aware of the value of the body blow. It wears down an antagonist as nothing else will. Then, when the power comes once the body puncher can shift his taciturnity about a few for the jaw with a greater chance of reaching the mark than if he had been aiming for the button throughout the contest.

Heavyweight Champion Jack Dempsey is a wonderful body blower. In the first two rounds of his fight with Georges Carpentier he unloaded the Providence fighter a fourth round knockdown by hitting merciless punishment upon Georges' midriff. Jack is known the world over, also, for his terrific straight right for the heart, which, it does not show him to be so shy of that part of his equipment and so eager to protect it. Further advantages along the lines that Dempsey possesses are "hits to the side or a right or a left for this jaw to the knockdown."

It is this body-blowing in the famous blow—delivered by Bob Fitzsimmons which won the world's title for the lucky Gourdinian from Corbett. This blow was made famous by Fitz.

NEW BARK EXTRACT
GIVES GREAT VIGOR

Vitalizer Found in Africa Promises Results in a Few Days—Better Than Gland Treatments.

The most amazing vitalizer known today has been discovered in the back of an African tree. An extract made from this bark, and compounded in tablet form with other invigoration of proved merit, is declared by those who have used it to equal the famous "goat gland" and "monkey gland" treatments. In most cases it produces gratifying results in just a few days, and as the treatment is continued the vitality increases more rapidly, the circulation improves and the glow of health is felt in every part.

If you have lost your "vigor," "vigor" and "ropy" you need worry. No matter what else you have tried, here is a remedy, simple, clear-cut, definite, that you will get from this new extract the results you have been seeking. The tablet form is easy to swallow, and the tablets for the American trade guarantee treatment of the glandular flabby condition and "nothing to lose" after only one week's treatment.

On this basis, many reader of this paper may test what we know about the "goat gland." Send now twenty-five cents for ten 100-grain tablets and have them tried by your local druggist for treatment of Re-Bud Tuba, as the new vitalizer in connection with Dr. Robert's patent potion and postage. Try the Vitalizer a week and then decide for yourself the laboratories and get your money back in full. You need not hesitate to accept this test offer as it is fully guaranteed.

Abolish the Truss Forever
Do Away With Steel and Rubber Bands That Chafe and Pinch

You have no truss? Good! But if you have, you are a member of a class which is rapidly disappearing—a class that is suffering from a collapsing wall—and it is undermining your health. Why, then, continue to wear it?

The New Baby Hammerless, made of soft, pastel-colored cloth, will do away with steel and rubber bands that chafe and pinch, and these are agents which, while they do not undo the truss, are of no use in holding it in place. The New Baby Hammerless is a truss forever.

Send for Illustrated Booklet

The New Baby Hammerless is a truss forever. It is made of soft, pastel-colored cloth, will do away with steel and rubber bands that chafe and pinch, and these are agents which, while they do not undo the truss, are of no use in holding it in place. The New Baby Hammerless is a truss forever.
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'BABE' HERMAN OUTPOINTS SON OF JOHN, THE BARBER

Dempsey's Pacific Coast Protege Takes Close Decision in Slaying 12-round Fracas with Dangerous Johnny Reisler; Both Featherweights Display Gameness.

On the occasion of his second appearance in the ring at Madison Square Garden in a fortnight, 'Babe' Herman, the fast and aggressive California featherweight, hung up a victory over Johnny Reisler, New York, son of the well-known "John, the Barber," in a twelve-round battle which was so close that it might have ended in a draw without hurting the feelings of anybody.

The Herman-Boxer swap-and that's the right word for Reisler, for he is as good as his name, and was the real test of the "Babe's" ability. Both featherweights had been working hard, and it is fair to assume that the "Babe" served as a test-case for Reisler to polish up the speed of the Monson master. His gallant efforts and cleverness as a bantam习惯了 Herman that the latter truly predicted that Herman would come out to challenge.

The Arm of Coincidence

Reisler, who is only eighteen years old, is the offspring of John Reisler, the former lightweight champion, known as "John, the Barber," who, curiously enough at his advance years, has not lost the managerial knack which made him a valuable asset to Herman. Hence the meeting of the two boys had as an added value of coincidence. Reisler's given name is Max, and his grandfather's name was Max and, therefore, his father's name was Max, and to that end to the organization of the "Babe's" featherweight division. "Babe" is the name of one Johnny Kilbane. Failing that, Herman, who is growing fast, may some day take on the "Babe." However, for now, let's take a look at Reisler's corner. Both featherweights are evenly matched, and the forecast is for a close fight. A draw seems likely to be the verdict in the opening stages of the fight, after which it may settle down to a more evenly matched battle, and the outcome of the bout will be left as to the skill of the boxers.

Herman's corner showed no signs of defeat. "Babe's" corner showed no signs of defeat. Both featherweights are evenly matched, and the forecast is for a close fight. A draw seems likely to be the verdict in the opening stages of the fight, after which it may settle down to a more evenly matched battle, and the outcome of the bout will be left as to the skill of the boxers.

Herman started the claret flowing from the "Babe's" corner, and both featherweights are evenly matched, and the forecast is for a close fight. A draw seems likely to be the verdict in the opening stages of the fight, after which it may settle down to a more evenly matched battle, and the outcome of the bout will be left as to the skill of the boxers.
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HEYDLER ASKS STANDARD BALL FOR ALL LEAGUES

President of National Circuit Declares Use of Differently Constructed Spheres in Majors and Minors Would Scramble Batting, Fielding and Pitching Averages.

VIGOROUS plea for a standard baseball, to be used in both the major and minor circuits, was voiced recently by John A. Heydler, president of the National League. Mr. Heydler’s remarks were called forth by a report that the Pacific Coast League was about to adopt a rubber-covered ball for the season of 1922.

"With balls of different types of construction," Mr. Heydler declared, "there is no certainty of uniformity. It is my firm belief that the only way to make baseball a game of skill instead of a game of coincidence is to adopt a standard ball." Mr. Heydler also pointed out that the Pacific Coast League was about to adopt a rubber-covered ball for the season of 1922.

On account of the excessively heavy batting, with its abundance of four-baggers last season in the major leagues, Mr. Heydler’s recommendation was that the diamond athletes were using a ball with a fixed weight and size, and that such a ball would have the major league teams playing to the same standards under the spring training grid iron, there is every indication that many batters will specialize in that department of the game which is at present confined to the backs. The spring training of the ball is an effort to break the back.

Rosenberg and Barfield Draw A straw election at the end of twelve rounds was won by the ball that Dave Rosenberg, the sensational Brooklyn middleweight, rolled from the judge in his last contest with the veteran Stallie Barfield at the Broad- way Athletic Club, Brooklyn, N. Y., Jan. 21. Rosenberg has the military man a sincere and many believed he was entitled to the verdict.

POWERS TO TOES AS WELL AS NOSE FOR A UNIFORM COMPLEXION.

Don’t Wear a Truss

BROOKS APPLIANCE - The modern world reveals a new discovery that may revolutionize the medical world—hypnosis in the treatment of disease.


BLOOD DISEASES

Rupture Cured in 30 Days or No Pay.

White Falls Force GUARANTEED Propagation--and friendly rivalry for describing this wonderful new medicine. Address your name and address to:

M. ANDREWS. 489 Locust St., Chicago, Ill.

FRIENDS

Join our club—make new friends—get sound advice—get your fortune read—get the special benefit.

S. SYMONS EXTRACT & CHEMICAL CO.

FRIDAYS

EASILY LEARNED by Practical Lessons. Cure habits, relieve disease. Get WEALTH and WEALTH by knowing HOW. Send FOUR cents stamps for BOOKLET explaining how to obtain the wonderful new medicine. Address:

FERNANDO, DEPT. 247, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

FLEA IW.

FINE for all heights and sizes. The Full Size sample of the new knife for 50 cents and a return stamp.
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EDDIE BENNETT MASCOT AGAIN FOR THE YANKEES

When the New York Yankees, champions of the American League, take the field this spring for the 1922 pennant chase, they will again have Eddie Bennett on their teams. This ball is extremely popular among the players and fans at the Polo Grounds, and his winning record inspires the athletes with faith in his team. Eddie will be with the Reds in the field when they wear the flag, with the Brooklyn Robins in 1922, when they opposed, and last season with the Toronto club. In the 1922 world series, he is the only one among theD pillars of the game to return to the field, and that is another year, he says.

PROTECT YOUR HOME and Earnings

With this 25¢ regulation blue steel AUTOMATIC REVOLVER our Price While they last

Big money in short order as your own property, and then let the police know you’ve got it. Why wait to be robbed of your money? Don’t be robbed of your own property.oj

SEND NO MONEY

Order today. Fast send your name and address, postpaid.

M. ANDREWS. 489 Locust St., Chicago, Ill.
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AT MIAMI, FLA., IN FEBRUARY.
REINALD WERREN RATH, BARITONE (LEFT), AND TWO FRIENDS ENJOY BEACH SPORTS IN THE LAND OF SUNSHINE.

AT THE FEET OF LINCOLN.
GEN. DIAZ OF ITALY PAYS TRIBUTE TO GREAT AMERICAN BY PLACING WREATH ON STATUE IN LYTLE PARK, CINCINNATI, O.

YOUNGEST TRAPSHOOTER.
JIMMY BONNER, TWELVE YEARS OLD, AND TROPHIES WON WITH SHOTGUN.

AUTHOR DIRECTS STORY FOR "MOVIES."
RUPERT HUGHES GUIDES GOLDWYN PLAYERS IN FILMIZATION OF ONE OF HIS YARNS; COUNT KORZYBSKI, POLISH SCIENTIST, IS AN INTERESTED SPECTATOR.
NEAR THE GOAL POSTS; A LIVELY FOOTBALL SCRIMMAGE.

OVER IN ENGLAND, WHERE THIS GAME WAS PLAYED BETWEEN OXFORD AND THE CAMBRIDGE OLD ETONIANS, THEY CALL IT "CONVERTING A ROUGE," BUT IT LOOKS MIGHTY LIKE OUR OWN WAY OF SMASHING THROUGH FOR A TOUCHDOWN.

SWITZERLAND—THE WORLD'S WINTER PLAYGROUND.

AN EXCITING HOCKEY MATCH ON THE ICE AT SAMADER, UPPER ENGADINE; HERE IS SEEN MATCHLESS SCENERY AMONG THE MOUNTAINS AND VALLEYS THAT ABOUND, ATTRACTING TOURISTS FROM EVERY QUARTER OF THE GLOBE.

WOMEN PLAY MEN'S GAME OF FOOTBALL IN AUSTRALIA.

WEARING HEAD AND SHIN PROTECTORS JUST AS THEIR BROTHERS DO, TWO TEAMS OF FAIR "WARRIORS" CONTEST IN A CHAMPIONSHIP MATCH IN SYDNEY; PHOTO SHOWS AN EXCITING MOMENT IN THE GRIDIRON BATTLE.
PIN A DOLLAR BILL

to this slip, write your name and address and send it to Richard K.
Publishing Company, Franklin Square, New York City. We will
mail you one copy of the POLICE GAZETTE each week for thirteen
weeks. Give names of two beautiful women or two famous men, as
preferred. Free. Cost works $1.45 for $1.00 by signing now.
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STATE
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HELP WANTED

STOCK Salesmen-Wanted!-To curtail expenses, we are able to offer
many new ideas. Write for price list. All inquiries treated with
utmost confidence. Address The Electro Thermal Company, 1729 Main
Street, Chicago, III.

HELP WANTED

STOCK Salesmen-Wanted!-To curtail expenses, we are able to offer
many new ideas. Write for price list. All inquiries treated with
utmost confidence. Address The Electro Thermal Company, 1729 Main
Street, Chicago, III.

PERSONAL

M-X-Fire pgs. are we published a simple, elec-
trically operated device. Today it is commonly
referred to as a transparent dice. Find out for
yourself! No need to mention, it works! A few
months experience after 3 months' quarantine. We
are able to offer many new ideas. Write for price list.
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BATHING SUIT—1922 MODEL.
MISS GLADYS LINDSAY WINTERING AT MIAMI (FLA.) IN COSTUME SHE WORE IN BEACH GIRLS REVIEW.

MIRRORS FOR MIAMI BATHERS.
A PLEASING INNOVATION AT THE POPULAR FLORIDA WINTER RESORT, NOW ENJOYING A HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL SEASON.

THESE PERFECT BACKS SHOULD MAKE THIS A PERFECT BACK PAGE.
DR. R. KENDRICK SMITH, BOSTON OSTEOPATH, IS SHOWN MEASURING A NUMBER OF SHAPELY CONTESTANTS FOR A $1,000 PRIZE; HE IS APPLYING THE TAPE TO ALICE DELYSIA, MUSICAL COMEDY STAR, WHOSE PROPORTIONS WON HIGH PRAISE FROM THE PHYSICIAN.